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Abstract
This senior project helps harvest the excess energy that exercise equipment generates.
Sustainable energy acts as the main target for this project, and it attempts this through reusing the
energy created when exercising on elliptical machines. An elliptical machine outputs voltages
between approximately 5V and 60V, and a micro-inverter requires an input voltage of about
36V. This DC-DC converter takes the variable output voltage of an elliptical machine and brings
it to approximately 36V. Re-purposing the excess energy an elliptical user creates for the grid
provides a sustainable alternative to dissipating the energy as heat. This project, along with other
green energy projects, provide options for energy for when unsustainable energy sources lose
viability.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 introduces this senior project, its purpose, and the motivation behind it.
This project consists of a DC-DC converter that takes excess renewable energy generated
from elliptical users and converts it into a form that allows extraction and usage from the
electrical grid. To do this, it first takes the variable output of 5V to 60V from the elliptical
machine as its input [1]. Then the converter outputs a relatively constant voltage of 36V±1V for
maximum efficiency from the micro-inverter feeding the harvested energy back to the grid [2].
The current for the input of the converter does not exceed 6.5A, and the output current of the
DC-DC converter does not exceed 6A to avoid damaging the converter or micro-inverter [3].
This project serves to attack the wasteful approach of elliptical machines. Elliptical
machines take energy generated by the user’s exercise to power the display and other on-board
electronics, avoiding a power draw when operating. However, many users generate far more
energy than needed to power the machine’s display. Currently, most elliptical machines burn off
the excess energy generated through heat dissipation instead of repurposing the excess energy for
reuse. This project attacks the wasteful nature of elliptical machines by grabbing the excess
energy generated for reuse before it dissipates through heat.
The motivation behind the project emerges from the desire to reduce the ecological
footprint left on the earth. As of now, only 12.7% of energy comes from renewable sources [4].
While disturbing, this statistic leaves a great deal of room for improvement. Although this
project fails to singlehandedly make nonrenewable energy obsolete, it moves toward the correct
direction for weening the energy dependence from sources that hurt the environment.
People already exercise in pursuit of better bodies, but there exists a missed opportunity
with the exercise taking place. By continuing to develop new exercise machine harvest designs
and techniques for elliptical machines and other electricity generating machines, the
technology’s scalability and cost improves. With improved cost and scalability, choosing
renewable energy becomes an easier choice to make. The estimated energy from a typical 30
minute workout on an elliptical machine generates approximately 50 Watt-hours [5].
Considering how many Cal Poly students exercise at the Rec center, this energy harvest project
holds potential to generate significant amounts of clean energy from this campus alone.
The design for this project continues the unfinished work started by Samietz and Guzman
in their senior project. They developed a design and simulated it to ensure high efficiency [6].
Following the definition, their Buck-Boost design incorporates a control circuit, an inductor, and
four external switches [7]. Then Andrew Forster’s similar master’s thesis helps devise safe
testing methods by laying out a template for test decisions that take the dangerous current draw
into account [1]. Unfortunately, the finished design expects fluctuations in efficiency as the
voltage conversion ratios change from the variable input voltage of an elliptical machine [8].
The next chapter reveals more concrete details regarding the DC-DC converter.
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Chapter 2: Customer Needs, Requirements, and Specs
Chapter 2 discusses who the customers are and their needs. Next, these customer needs translate
into marketing requirements for the project. Finally, the requirements become the blueprints for
the specifications constraining the DC-DC converter.
Many of the customer needs for this particular project affect me as a customer who uses
exercise equipment. In addition, I put myself in the shoes of the customer purchasing the
converter, and also asked other people who frequent the gym to procure their customer needs for
the DC-DC converter. The energy conversion must avoid distracting the elliptical user from their
workout, or else the design fails for viability. The DC-DC converter must also comply with
safety for the user when exercising. The converter cannot add any risk to exercise machines. The
DC-DC converter must also make back the money spent on it in its lifespan for an incentive.
Tagging onto the previous need, the design must also attain enough durability to have a lifespan
during which it can return the investment. To return the investment faster, the harvesting needs
to operate as efficiently as possible. Finally, the normally wasted energy goes back into the grid
for reuse.
The marketing requirements, inspired by the customer needs above, appear as the
following (see Table 1 below): the DC-DC Converter must not interfere with the user’s exercise,
return the investment made on it through its lifespan, collect energy efficiently to put back into
the grid, and prove safe for the user while it demonstrates resilience to wear-and-tear. The
engineering specifications serve to put the marketing requirement into verifiable and measurable
quantities. To serve both non-invasion and safety, the converter measures less than one half of a
cubic foot with no wires anywhere near the user [9]. This size of the converter ensures it fits in
the chassis of the elliptical machine. To accomplish durability and cover its costs, the design and
installation stays under $300, handles voltage spikes of 150V, and resists mechanical failures
during regular use. For efficient energy harvesting, the DC-DC converter takes input voltages
from 5V-60V [1] and outputs a constant 36V, the optimal input for a micro-inverter [2]. Table 2
below states the expected timeline for the project.

TABLE 1: DC-DC BUCK-BOOST CONVERTER REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Marketing
Requirements

Engineering
Specifications

3

The DC-DC converter takes input voltages
varying from 5V-60V at up to 6.5A and
outputs 36V±1V at up to 6A [1].
The DC-DC converter withstands voltage
spikes up to 150V for durations of 3 seconds.

2

4
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The 36V output of the DC-DC converter
supplies the input of a micro-inverter feeding
into the grid.

Justification
This range of voltages cover the outputs of an
elliptical machine, meaning none of the
voltage outputs go wasted.
If the converter lacks the durability for energy
conversion over stretches of time, gyms will
avoid spending the money required for the
converter.
Without a micro-inverter, the DC output
voltage of the converter cannot return to the
grid.

1
2

6
5

1, 2

The DC-DC converter measures less than
one half of a cubic foot.
The DC-DC converter and installation
(including labor costs) for one machine does
not exceed $300.
The wiring and converter stay inaccessible to
the machine user [9].
Does not experience mechanical failures
through usage.
The installation time rests at 30 minutes or
less for a trained technician.

The converter fits inside the elliptical machine
chassis.
Without a returned investment, harvesting
energy from exercise equipment costs the gym
money they do not receive back.
The machine stays safe according to IEEE
1547.
The converter’s lifespan takes into account the
intensity of the average recreation center
patron.
Shorter installation times mean less labor
costs, and machine users gain access to the
machine quicker.

Marketing Requirements
1. The energy conversion does not interfere with the user’s exercise.
2. Returns the investment throughout its lifetime.
3. Harvests energy efficiently.
4. The harvested energy finds its way back into the grid.
5. The design proves durable.
6. Safety adheres the IEEE standards.

TABLE 2: DC-DC BUCK-BOOST CONVERTER DELIVERABLES
Delivery Date
2/4/19
3/15/19
3/20/19
4/12/19
5/16/19
5/24/19
6/3/19
6/5/19

Deliverable Description
Design Review
EE 461 demo
EE 461 report
EE 462 demo
ABET Sr. Project Analysis
Sr. Project Expo Poster
EE 462 Report
Proposal to Cal Poly Recreation Center to implement the design in their elliptical machines.

The upcoming chapter dives into the project decomposition.
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Chapter 3: Functional Decomposition
Chapter 3 explores the functional decomposition of the project through level-0 and level-1 block
diagrams, and their associated functional requirement tables.
Figure 1 below shows the level-0 decomposition of the DC-DC converter. The converter
receives 5V-60V as an input from the elliptical machine at no more than 6.5A [3]. The DC-DC
converter then outputs 36V±1V at no more than 6A to avoid damaging the micro-inverter, while
also supplying enough output power [2]. Table 3 below also showcases this described
functionality broken down by inputs and outputs.

FIGURE 1: LEVEL-0 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DC-DC CONVERTER
TABLE 3: DC-DC CONVERTER FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

DC-DC Converter
Up to 5V to 60V with a maximum amperage sitting at 6.5A [3]
36V ± 1V while not exceeding 6A [3]
This DC-DC converter takes a variable input DC voltage that swings between 5V to 60V at 6.5A, and then
converts it for a constant output DC voltage of 36V ± 1V at 6A.

Figure 2 below shows the level-1 decomposition of the DC-DC converter. The output of
the elliptical machine feeds into the input protection. This ensures the 5V-60V input going into
the 4 switch buck-boost circuit lacks any spiking that potentially fries the converting portion of
the circuit. Finally, the converter outputs the 36V±1V into a smoothing circuit that reduces the
peak-to-peak voltage ripple to below 10mV. Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6 found below all break
down the functionality of the input protection, 4 switch buck-boost circuit, and smoothing output
circuit.

FIGURE 2: LEVEL-1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DC-DC CONVERTER
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TABLE 4: INPUT PROTECTION FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

Input Protection
Output from elliptical machine - 5V to 60V with a maximum amperage sitting at 6.5A [3]
Up to 5V to 60V with a maximum amperage sitting at 6.5A without spiking
The input protection takes the output of the elliptical, takes out any voltage/current spikes, and feeds the
steady-state voltages into the 4 switch buck-boost converter.

TABLE 5: 4 SWITCH BUCK-BOOST FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

4 Switch Buck-Boost Circuit
5V to 60V with a maximum amperage sitting at 6.5A without spiking
Output Voltage (36V±1V) at a max current of 6A
The 4 Switch Buck-Boost Converter acts as the component taking the variable input from the elliptical
machine and generating the desired 36V±1V at less than 6A.

TABLE 6: SMOOTHING CIRCUIT FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

Smoothing Output Circuit
Output Voltage (36V±1V) at a max current of 6A
Output Voltage (36V±1V) at a max current of 6A with a peak-to-peak voltage ripple less than 10mV
The smoothing circuit reduces the ripple resulting from the buck-boost converter, achieving a more ideal
DC output.

Continuing to Chapter 4 highlights the planning associated with the project.
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Chapter 4: Project Planning
The planning in this chapter includes estimated Gantt charts, actual Gantt charts, cost estimates,
and final costs.
Figure 3 below acts as the Gantt chart for the first third of this senior project. EE460 has
a schedule determined by the professor teaching it; in this case, Dr. Braun. Most of these eleven
weeks serve putting together the project plan and researching the chosen project idea.

Tasks to Complete

Gantt Chart for EE460
Abstract
Requirements and Specifications
Block Diagram
Literature Search
Gantt Chart
Cost Estimates
ABET Sr. Project Analysis
Requirements and Specs V2 + Intro
Report V1
Report V2
Research
Documentation
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

Weeks of Fall Quarter 2018

FIGURE 3: GANTT CHART FOR EE460
Figure 4 below acts as the estimated Gantt chart for the second third of this senior
project. Unlike EE460, EE461 holds less professor-driven structure, and the senior working on
the project determines the schedule. Fitting in two design-build-test rotations serves as the
primary goal for this portion of the project, all the while continuing research and producing a
progress report by the end of week 10. Completing this schedule allows for a better end product
by providing insight on what works and what fails through its previous iterations.
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Tasks to Complete

Gantt Chart for EE461
Consider Different Design Approaches
Simulate Initial Design
Decide on Initial Design
Define the Problem
Research
Documentation
Order Parts for Design 1
Build Design 1
Test Design 1
Troubleshoot Build 1
New/Improved Design
Order Parts for Design 2
Build Design 2
Test Design 2
Interim Report Milestone
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Weeks of Winter Quarter 2019

FIGURE 4: ESTIMATED GANTT CHART FOR EE461
Figure 5 below depicts the actual Gantt chart for winter quarter in EE461. While the
estimated chart comes close to the project’s actual timeline, the actual runs approximately 2
weeks behind the desired schedule.

Actual Gantt Chart for EE461
Learning Guzman and Samiez's Design
Simulating Guzman and Samiez's Design

Tasks to Complete

Research
Documentation
Order Parts for Design 1
Learning KiCad
Build Design 1
Test Design 1
Troubleshoot Build 1
New/Improved Design
Order Parts for Design 2
Interim Report Milestone
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Weeks of Winter Quarter 2019

FIGURE 5: ACTUAL GANTT CHART FOR EE461
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9

10

Figure 6 below depicts the final stretch of the project. These final 10 weeks focus on
finishing the project’s final design and preparing to showcase it. By the end of week 10 for
EE462, the final senior project report sees completion.

Tasks to Complete

Gantt Chart for EE462
Research
Documentation
Build Design 2
Test Design 2
Troubleshoot Build 2
Improve on Design 2
Order Parts for Final Design
Build Final Design
Implement Final Design
Test Implementation
Showcase Poster
Final Senior Report
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Weeks of Spring Quarter 2019

FIGURE 6: ESTIMATED GANTT CHART FOR EE462
Figure 7 below shows the actual timeline for the final quarter portion of the project. The
estimate fails to take into account how much time troubleshooting all the problems in revision
two took, resulting in only two total iterations of the design.
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Gantt Chart for EE462
Research
Documentation

Tasks to Complete

Build Design 2
Test Design 2
Troubleshoot Build 2
Improve on Design 2
Rebuild Design 2
Re-test Design 2
Showcase Poster
Final Senior Report
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Weeks of Spring Quarter 2019

FIGURE 7: ACTUAL GANTT CHART FOR EE462
The initial cost estimates for the senior project seen below in Table 7 contain the main costs of
the project, with the PCB related costs referencing Andrew Forster’s thesis on this same project.
Labor creates the majority cost, with my labor running at $40/hour over an estimated 180 hours.
The rest of the costs fall under either component or fabrication costs, paling in comparison to the
labor costs of the project. For instance, the cost of the soldering iron came from the equation:
($10 + 4*$20 + 50)/6 = $23.33.

TABLE 7: INITIAL COST ESTIMATE
Item
Labor
Switch Converters
PCB Fabrication
Equipment
PCB Components
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Brief Description
180 Hours
3 for Different Designs and an Extra
3 Different Boards
Soldering Iron
Parts Soldered on the Boards

Cost
$7200
$80
$92.39 [1]
$23.33
$39.71 [1]

The final costs differ from the initial estimates for the project and rest below in Table 8.

TABLE 8: FINAL PROJECT COSTS
Item
Labor
Switch Converters
PCB Fabrication
Equipment
PCB Components

Brief Description
165 Hours
3 for Different Designs and an Extra
3 Different Boards
Soldering Iron, Solder, and Flux
Parts Soldered on the Boards

Cost
$6600
$25
$95.30
$35.12
$129.02

The following chapter describes the initial design, build, and testing process.
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Chapter 5: Initial Design
This chapter dives into the design review, schematic, simulation, PCB fabrication, soldering,
testing, and troubleshooting for the first DC-DC converter build.
The winter quarter portion of the project’s starting point begins with Dr. Braun
suggesting the direction of the project in the initial EE461 meeting. As opposed to reinventing
the wheel, he suggests continuing Guzman’s and Samietz’ identical senior project and utilizing
their unfinished design. Figure 8 below highlights their final schematic in LTSpice for their DCDC converter design.

FIGURE 8: GUZMAN’S AND SAMIETZ’S FINAL DESIGN LTSPICE SCHEMATIC [6]
In short, their design simulated as desired. However, they failed to record measurements
in their report for the finished build due to poor data caused by physical issues, such as an
incorrect inductor footprint in the PCB layout [6]. Knowing this, fabricating their design with a
working inductor footprint serves as the logical starting point for EE461. Figure 9 shows the
initial, revised layout submission to OSHPark for fabrication.
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FIGURE 9: INITIAL REVISION LAYOUT IMPLEMENTING VISHAY’S INDUCTOR
The 47µH Vishay-IHLP-6767 inductor footprint in Figure 9 replaces the 47µH
AGP4233-473ME in for the first revision, because no available KiCad libraries or online
resources provide the AGP4233 inductor footprint. While the Vishay has a lower saturation
current rating than the AGP4233, 8.6A still lies above the simulated current spikes going through
the inductor [10]. The LTSpice simulation of the high inductor current case agrees with this
claim by showing a maximum inductor current less than 8.1A. The inductor’s simulated current
rests below in Figure 10. However, one danger in this choice lies in the current degrading the
value of the inductor, if the current climbs too close to the inductor’s rating.
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FIGURE 10: SIMULATED CURRENT RUNNING THROUGH THE INDUCTOR
Once all the parts arrive, the next step in the process requires assembly of the board.
Although, soldering the LT8390 presents a personal learning curve, due to its ground pad resting
underneath the chip itself. The LT8390’s TSSOP package also presents another challenge
stemming from the small width between the chip’s 28 pins. Figure 11 highlights the LT8390
pads on the fabricated PCB.

FIGURE 11: LT8390 PADS ON THE FIRST FABRICATED PCB
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Consulting YouTube videos help combat this inexperience with small-package-soldering
through exposure to new techniques. The drag soldering technique shows the most promise for
successfully soldering the LT8390’s TSSOP package [11]. Additionally, this chip’s ground pad
introduces reflow as a new challenge too. The first build utilizes standard solder pre-tinning the
ground pad. Then, after placing the chip on top of the pre-tinned pad, reflowing the pre-tinned
pad with a heat gun conjoins the chip with the pad. However, due to troubles with reheating the
whole ground pad’s solder simultaneously, solder paste replaces pre-tinning in the next build.
This same issue arises with soldering the components chosen for the four external switches.
Infineon’s BSZ100N06LS3 power-MOSFET incorporates a PG-TSDSON-8 package, utilizing
surface mount pads located underneath the plastic package [12]. The completed assembly for the
first PCB build appears in Figure 12.

FIGURE 12: THE FIRST COMPLETED BUILD
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As shown above, there remain four pads unsoldered: R5, R6, C6, and one without a
reference designator. R5 and R6’s opens derive from the design schematic. The schematic in
Figure 13 represents R5 and R6 with 1GΩ resistors, which effectively conduct as much current
as opens in practice. Further, C6’s open pad lies effectively in parallel with an identical C6 pad
directly to the right, which employs a 4.7µH capacitor. However, the schematic only utilizes one
4.7µH for C6, making the second pad redundant. This allows for more capacitance later, if the
design requires it. Finally, the unmarked pad remains vacant for a possible bypass capacitor in
the LT8390’s feedback path, leaving the option open for noise mitigation.

FIGURE 13: SCHEMATIC EXERPT: WITH COMPONENTS IN QUESTION HIGHLIGHTED [6]
After assembly, the next step involves testing functionality in the design. Although,
safely testing the design requires thoughtfulness for the circuit’s purpose and the test
equipment’s limitations. High efficiency, one of the primary design specifications, requires POUT
retaining a similar value to PIN. This conclusion stems from the equation: η =

𝑃𝑂𝑈𝑇
𝑃𝐼𝑁

[13]. With

variable input voltages ranging between 5-60V and a 36V ± 1V output, current in the circuit
ranges from safe to dangerous, and the input voltage determines the current draw. This current
draw property stems from the basic equation: P=IV. All this in mind, the test equipment presents
another important detail. Most of the test bench power supplies in the senior project lounge
source a maximum of 3A, while the design can sink/source up to 6A. The equation:
𝐼𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒(𝑀𝑎𝑥) >

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑉𝑖𝑛

(𝐼𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 ) encapsulates the test equipment considerations by applying the

power balance equation to the power supply’s current sourcing capabilities [1]. For initial tests,
ILoad’s value remains as low as possible, enabling safe data collection to verify accurate voltage
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levels. Highly resistive loads ensure a small ILoad, leading to a manageable ISource. For instance,
using the equation borrowed from Forster, a 10kΩ load with a 5V input yields ILoad = 3.6mA,
making ISource > 25.92mA (lower efficiency results in a higher ISource). Once the voltages check
out, tests involving higher currents will ensue (as the next paragraph indicates, build one fails to
reach high current testing). After all, the elliptical machine lacks a highly resistive load, resulting
in higher currents. Another safety measure involves setting the current compliance on the power
supply low, avoiding large in-rush currents. Again, this pertains only to testing, as the elliptical
machine lacks any compliance settings.
Unfortunately, tests on the first build indicate failure in the assembly process. The output
voltage measures 0V with a 15V input, due to problems in either the PCB’s continuity or solder
work. To start, every net’s continuity meets scrutiny on an unsoldered PCB (OSHPark sends
three boards with an order). While all the nets on the unsoldered PCB connect as desired,
revisions appear that went undetected during initial layout screenings. Filtering sloppy traces
similar to Figure 14 and unnecessary vias help construct a superior next revision, shown in
chapter 6 of this report.

FIGURE 14: SLOPPY TRACE CONNECTING PAD-5 TO PAD-3
After studying an unsoldered PCB, the assembled PCB above in Figure 12 continues the
troubleshooting process. Performing continuity checks on the assembled PCB quickly
illuminates the issue; the problem originates from assembly. Several nets and traces connecting
to the LT8390 incorrectly short to ground, explaining why tests with the board yield faulty
results. Personal hypotheses point to two reasons for this malfunction, both stemming from the
LT8390. The first hypothesis saying the ground pad took too much solder and began bridging to
other pins during reflow, explaining the unwanted connections to ground. The other, more
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probable hypothesis implies the heat gun sat too close to the LT8390 for too long during reflow.
Possible repercussions of this mistake appear as internal shorts and fried components in the IC.
While success evades the first attempt, the experiences during this initial build pave the
way to a more successful second build. The next chapter highlights the process of the second
DC-DC converter build.
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Chapter 6: Second Design
This chapter covers design review, creating footprints in KiCad, PCB fabrication, soldering, and
preparation for testing the second DC-DC converter build.
Following the first failed design, several improvements help ensure the second design
contains a higher chance of success. The first improvement begins with learning footprint
creation in KiCad to include the AGP4233-473ME inductor. As this marks a personal first time
for creating a KiCad footprint, a helpful tutorial video leads the way through the different steps
involved [14]. Figure 15 below shows the created footprint beside the datasheet’s instructions.
While the Vishay inductor from the previous design theoretically handles the spikes in current,
the AGP4233 holds a current rating that only experiences 10% inductance drop at 16A [15].
Because the simulated current never comes close to 16A, the AGP4233-473ME’s inductance
should sit constant at 47µH. The datasheet for the Vishay omits any information regarding value
degradation. However, simulated current values measure less than an Amp from the Vishay’s
8.6A rating, inferring large effective inductance drops. Large inductance drops create problems
for the design, as the 47µH critical inductance plays a crucial role in the correct DC-DC
conversion.

FIGURE 15: AGP4223-473ME KICAD FOOTPRINT WITH THE DATASHEET’S BLUEPRINT [15]
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After creating the appropriate footprint, revisiting the layout marks the next step in the
revision process. Samietz’ and Guzman’s layout acts as the foundation for creating the second
revision instead of utilizing the first revision as a point of reference. The only difference between
the first revision layout and Samietz’/Guzman’s layout are the inductor footprints. While the
Samietz and Guzman layout utilize the incorrect footprint for the AGP4233, its outer dimensions
prove correct. This makes it more useful for figuring out the spatial placement of the components
around the inductor. Moving components around and putting the new footprint into the original
layout results in the second revision resting below in Figure 16.

FIGURE 16: PCB LAYOUT FOR REVISION TWO
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Aside from the inductor footprint, several other revisions take place near the bottom-right
perimeter of the inductor footprint to make room for all the components. The original layout
acting as a reference places a switch underneath the inductor, demanding an update to fix this in
the layout. The differences between the second revision and the point of reference lie below in
Figure 17.

FIGURE 17: MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GUZMAN’S AND SAMIETZ’ DESIGN (LEFT)
AND REVISION TWO (RIGHT) [6]
To start, the red plane on the far-right side of the inductor moves and extends further left
into the space between the switches for the new revision. This allows the capacitor’s move closer
to the LT8390, reducing the traces’ lengths. By utilizing the extended area described, the
feedback path for the capacitor become less prone to parasitic losses due to the shorter traces.
The capacitor’s new position then allows the upper MOSFET’s move further down, resulting in
the same benefits against parasitic losses. The shorter feedback paths, correct inductor footprint,
and eliminated overlapping on the PCB complete revision two, which travels to OSHPark for
fabrication.
Assembly for the second revision begins after receiving the PCBs from OSHPark. The
LT8390 acts as the soldering starting point this time around, as this component generates the
most difficulty for soldering. If problems arise from soldering the LT8390 chip, only the chip
and one of three PCBs from the OSHPark order would go to waste. This avoids wasting passive
components and solder. As previously discussed, the first attempt at revision two attempts to
utilize solder paste for the thermal ground pad underneath the LT8390. However, the solder paste
available has a chalky consistency since it expired in 2016 and lost its malleability. After
unsuccessfully trying to use the expired solder paste, starting over with a spare PCB and
reemploying pre-tinning for the thermal pad presents itself as the next best option.
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Revisiting the pre-tinning method for the thermal pad yields more favorable results than
the expired solder paste. This success largely stems from the experience of assembling the first
physical board discussed in Chapter 5 of this report. Figure 18 below shows the second build
after assembly.

FIGURE 18: THE SECOND COMPLETED BUILD
As seen in Figure 18, the same pads from build one remain vacant for the reasons
discussed in Chapter 5. However, the large open via near the bottom-middle of the board differs
from the first build. This difference comes from one of the red banana-plug sockets breaking
while fastening it to the board with pliers. Though, this vacancy does not matter, as the two
middle vias both connect to the same ground plane (making the open via redundant).
Upon completing build two’s assembly, testing the assembled PCB marks the next step.
Figure 19 resting below lays out the simplified test schematic utilized for the initial lab tests.
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FIGURE 19: TEST SCHEMATIC FOR BUILD TWO
The power supply (set to 15V and current limited to 100mA) in the schematic connects to
a 10Ω input resistor (for additional current protection). This input resistor then feeds into the
DC-DC converter circuit’s input terminal, and a large resistive load (10kΩ in this case) connects
at the converter’s output terminal for low output current draw. Although, slower operation comes
as a consequence of the input resistor because less current charges the circuit. In fact, this resistor
affects the resulting output voltage. Figure 20 below shows the simulated voltage falling short of
the desired 36V by 20V due to the input resistor. However, this failure to meet the specification
passes for the initial tests, as the tests still have a simulation to verify against to ensure expected
behaviors.

FIGURE 20: SIMULATED OUTPUT VOLTAGE WITH TEST INPUT RESISTANCE
The next chapter explores the test results and troubleshooting associated with build two.
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Chapter 7: Testing and Troubleshooting for Build Two
This chapter covers testing and troubleshooting for the second DC-DC converter build.
After completing the setup described in Figure 19, the measured results bear
disappointing news. Placing a scope probe on the output voltage yields a flat-line on 0V, making
the new top priority troubleshooting this unexpected behavior. Additional priorities include
improving layout and design features to improve efficiency (however, all of these require a
functional build). One large advantage this build has over the first version from Chapter 5 lies in
this revision drawing current without hitting the set current limit on the power supply. This helps
rule out shorts to ground from the source and opens on the input side of the circuit. The current
measured by the source jumps, but it ranges from about 3mA to 60mA.
Upon gathering several scope captures across the circuit to debug where the issue resides,
a slip of the hand with the scope probe shorted the Vin and LSN pins of the LT8390 together.
This mistake results in the current limiting feature of the supply to kick in and unreliable scope
captures post-hand-slip, because the chip no longer operates as desired. However, some of the
captures before the hand slip offer valuable information. The scope captures below in Figures 21
and 22 are the control signals for the top gate and bottom gate at the input side of the circuit.
Another unfortunate artifact of this mistake renders the scope captures from the initial state of
build two unrepeatable. Figures 21 and 22 show transients before achieving steady-state.
Although, with the inability to retake these scope captures, comparing transients between
measurement and simulation presents the best option.

FIGURE 21: MEASURED (LEFT) VS SIMULATED (RIGHT) FOR BOTTOM GATE 1 NODE
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FIGURE 22: MEASURED (LEFT) VS SIMULATED (RIGHT) FOR TOP GATE 1 NODE
Figure 23 below highlights the two nets shorted together with red circles and the gates
probed for Figures 21 and 22 in blue circles. Vin acts as the input supply pin to determine the
mode of operation, and the LSN pin connects to the negative terminal for the sense resistor and
also the inductor [16]. After shorting the two pins, the supply hit the current limit of 100mA and
dropped from 15V to 5V.

FIGURE 23: THE PINS SHORTED TOGETHER
Upon realizing the chip no longer works, the next move requires removing the dead
LT8390 and replacing it with one of the operational spare chips. After successfully replacing the
chip, further scope captures ensue and continue to yield disappointing results. Learning from the
mistakes above, this time the scopes are zoomed out of the transient region to observe the steadystate response from the chip. Figures 24 and 25 below show the top and bottom gate driver
signals versus their simulations in steady-state.
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FIGURE 24: REMEASURED (LEFT) VS SIMULATED (RIGHT) FOR BOTTOM GATE 1 NODE

FIGURE 25: REMEASURED (LEFT) VS SIMULATED (RIGHT) FOR TOP GATE 1 NODE
As shown above, BG1 (Bottom Gate 1) operates close to the expected outputs and TG1
(Top Gate 1) falls short of the desired signal. For this particular case (boost mode), the BG1
driver should output a logic low to prevent current through the gate, and TG1 should output a
logic high to allow all current through the gate. Figure 26 below from the LT8390 datasheet
confirms this logic.
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FIGURE 26: TG1 AND BG1 DRIVER SIGNALS FOR BOOST-MODE [16]
The model signals in Figure 26 fail to portray the transients found in Figures 24 and 25,
but this should not cause any problems in practice. After all, the transients stem from the
imperfections of a non-ideal chip and the simulations still output 36V with these transients taken
into account.
The information from these two scope captures (BG1 and TG1) helps narrow the
explanations for the lack of voltage at the output. Figure 24 shows BG1 working very similarly
to the desired behavior. After a transient that peaks around 4V, the output pulls low to a logic
low at 0V. However, Figure 25 shows TG1 failing to perform as desired. As opposed to
experiencing the desired transient peaking around 20V and staying at this voltage, the scope
uncovers peaking just under 2V during the transient before pulling low. The repercussion of this
gate driver staying low prevents current from flowing past the beginning of the circuit, resulting
in minimal voltage propagating to the output terminal. Figure 27 below highlights this, with the
red line representing the desired current flow and the blue circle showing where the current stops
due to TG1 operating in cut-off mode.

FIGURE 27: DESIRED CURRENT FLOW VS THE SWITCH IN CUT-OFF MODE
Knowing the driver fails to deliver the desired voltage levels to TG1, one can deduce a
problem exists in either the chip or transistor. Before removing or replacing any components,
continuity checks with a multimeter can potentially help narrow where an issue exists. Using the
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knowledge that at least one issue exists near TG1, this serves as the logical starting point for
continuity investigations. Shortly after starting the investigations, immediate issues become
apparent. For instance, the gate and source terminals on TG1 have continuity to ground. Neither
of these terminals should connect to ground. The simulation supports this by emulating the
results measured on the oscilloscope after introducing the error seen below in Figure 28.

FIGURE 28: INTRODUCED SHORT TO GROUND ERROR ON THE GATE AND SOURCE
Because SW1 shorts to ground (the source terminal of Q1), SW2 also connects to ground.
The reasoning behind this comes from the passive components between SW1 and SW2, only a
sense resistor and inductor separate these nodes. Because the resistor’s low value and the nature
of inductors, the multimeter always views these two nodes in continuity. However, this causes a
large problem for troubleshooting. The perceived continuity between nodes veils the origin of the
issue, rendering attempts to figure out which of the two nodes actually shorts to ground more
difficult. Figure 29 highlights this problem below in red, tracing the entire area potentially
causing the short to ground.

FIGURE 29: PROBLEMATIC AREA IN QUESTION
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While the location of this short remains a mystery, the actual problem in the circuit seems
well defined. As stated earlier, the simulation reflects that the hypothesis shown in Figure 28
appears correct. Some evidence rests below in Figures 30 and 31, because these irregular
behaviors in the scopes match the simulation with an introduced error almost perfectly.

FIGURE 30: MEASURED INTVCC NODE (LEFT), SIMULATED ERROR (MIDDLE), AND
EXPECTED OUTPUT (RIGHT)
INTVCC in Figure 30 and TG2 in Figure 31 both simulate identically to the measured
scope captures after introducing the ground short error in the simulation.

FIGURE 31: MEASURED TG2 NODE (LEFT), SIMULATED ERROR (MIDDLE), AND EXPECTED
OUTPUT (RIGHT)
The initial hypothesis for the source of this short to ground indicates the problem comes
from one of the transistors. Specifically, Q2 and Q4 present the most promising source for a
short to ground because their source terminals both connect to ground by design. Extra solder
bridging the terminals underneath the transistor chip would explain the undesired short to
ground.
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From this hypothesis, troubleshooting the short starts with removing Q2 and Q4 before
rechecking continuity. Checking continuity without the transistors confirms that Q2 and/or Q4
cause the short to ground if the short disappears after the removal. However, removing these
transistors does not solve the problem of the unintended shorts to ground, even after ensuring
that no solder bridges the transistors’ terminals. Following this discovery, removing the
remaining two transistors and LT8390 fails to solve the problem as well. Removing these
additional components act as desperate attempts to eliminate the error. Figure 32 highlights the
component removals on a schematic, where red circles indicate a removed component.

FIGURE 32: REMOVED COMPONENTS FOR UNSUCCESSFUL TROUBLESHOOTING
These failures to locate the source of the problem leave few leads to work with when
considering the next move, as none of the remaining components have a connection to ground.
Focusing on the TG1 node’s short to ground, removing two of three components from the node
fail at eradicating the short from the node. A singular through-hole test probe on TG1 remains,
offering little reason for removal due to its sole connection to TG1 (making shorts unlikely).
However, removing it in a last ditch effort to locate the issue eliminates the continuity with
ground on TG1. Figure 33 below shows all connections to TG1 on the board layout circled in
green.
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FIGURE 33: BOARD LAYOUT CONNECTIONS TO TG1
This discovery indicates that solder creates shorts to ground on parts of the board due to
physical shortcomings from the fabricated PCB. Several continuity tests on unsoldered boards
confirm the boards work as desired (continuity-wise) pre-solder. This makes troubleshooting
more difficult than before, because the schematic no longer provides helpful assistance on
locating the shorts to ground. This claim rings true when trying to locate the short to ground at
the Vout node. Figure 34 highlights every component removed in an effort to eliminate the short
to ground, all failing to sever the problem.

FIGURE 34: THE CONNECTIONS SEVERED TO TROUBLESHOOT VOUT
With all components removed from the Vout node (including test probes), the short to
ground comes from the physical PCB’s shortcomings. The hypothesis for why a short still exists
after removing everything from the node accuses the solder remaining in the through-holes as the
cause of the issue. This would explain an operational board pre-solder, but a failed one upon
assembly. Even after removing through-hole components, solder remains in the holes, allowing
issues out of a defective through-hole.
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Knowing that shorts to ground appear from potentially any through-hole connection on
the board and removing the components result in solder left in the holes, the best solution
involves starting over with a fresh board. With a new board of the same revision and
exhaustively checking continuity after each added component, no doubts arise in regards to what
causes the shorts to ground. Omitting any optional assembly, such as through-hole test probes,
aids in keeping the sources of failure to a minimum. Starting this discussed process, the culprit
for the SW1 and SW2 nodes shorting to ground becomes almost immediately apparent. After
introducing the inductor to the board (the first component soldered onto the PCB), SW1 and
SW2 begin to share continuity with ground. As neither terminal contacts ground, the cause must
originate from a DRC error or faulty board fabrication.
Finding that the inductor causes the short to ground, and without the time left in the
project to change the layout and refabricate it, the project looks like it ends here. However, after
talking to the advisor, Dr. Braun, he suggests carving out the ground plane around the inductor
leads. This works due to the design’s 2-layer design, any more layers and the chances of further
errors introduced from scratching the board increase dramatically. Figure 35 below shows the
resulting board after scratching out the ground plane around the inductor leads.

FIGURE 35: SCRATCHED OUT GROUND PLANE SURROUNDING INDUCTOR LEADS
Completing the ground plane’s partial removal, the SW1 and SW2 nodes no longer short
to ground. After fixing the short to ground issue, the next step consists of finishing the board
assembly while meticulously checking continuity throughout the soldering process. However,
omitting the test probes this time helps limit the number of components available to cause errors.
During this soldering process, no other components caused unwanted shorts to other nodes. The
inductor shorting to ground seems the most likely perpetrator for why the previous build failed.
With a fully assembled board that now lacks any unwanted shorts, testing begins.
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One refreshing aspect of testing this board lends itself to the circuit now providing an
output greater than 0V. While the board does provide an output greater than 0V, it fails to deliver
the desired results. Figure 36 compares the measured output voltage of 16V versus the expected
output voltage of 36 with an input of 19V.

FIGURE 36: MEASURED (LEFT) VS EXPECTED (RIGHT) OUTPUT VOLTAGES
The immediately apparent issue stems from the circuit failing to boost the voltage,
because it instead bucks the 19V input down to 16V. This problem originates from TG2 and
BG2 drivers of the LT8390 failing to produce the desired signals to the switches. TG2 and BG2
should both exemplify square waves with varying duty cycles, but instead both flat line at 0V
when measured. Although, TG1 now pulls high and BG1 pulls low as desired for boost mode.
The TG2 and BG2 driver pins failing to deliver the desired voltages hint that the LT8390 may
lack sufficient solder on all its pins. However, adding more solder to the chip’s pads changes
nothing.
The final chapter offers insights and reflections on continuing the project.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Reflections
This chapter covers final thoughts and suggestions for continuing the project.
With the project’s timeline cutting the troubleshooting process short, this design
implementing a DC-DC Buck-Boost Converter for Energy Harvesting from Exercise Equipment
remains incomplete. However, the experience gained by working with the design over the past
20 weeks offers many suggestions for future completion of the project. Due to the inductor
shorting to the ground plane, revisiting the footprint made for the component marks a good place
to start. First, enlarging the plated through-hole metal contacts for the footprint should help,
because the pads currently fail to provide enough surface area for the solder to effectively
connect the board and inductor leads. Additionally, more heat considerations would benefit the
design. While all the tests for this project have been low current (low heat), the actual application
for the design anticipates several amperes. More thermal vias under components such as the
inductor can help avoid damaging the board or other nearby components. The board layout’s
DRC checks present another aspect to check carefully. Many of the through-hole components
cause shorts to ground, indicating physical issues with the design. By eliminating problems like
this in the design phase, solutions like scratching out the ground plane around leads emerge as
unnecessary. Finally, the other suggestion pertaining to the design involves bringing all the
components in the layout physically closer to the LT8390. This helps eliminate unnecessarily
large parasitic values, which hold the potential to ruin the circuit’s operation.
Another aspect of the project to reconsider comes from the PCB supplier. While
OSHPark offers quality PCBs, the three week lead time introduced a limiting factor by
increasing the critical path time for the project. By using a supplier with a lead time of two
weeks instead of three, the project would gain an additional two weeks in this case (this project
sent two different orders to OSHPark).
A takeaway and suggestion to anyone soldering involves continuity checking during the
soldering process to ensure no unwanted shorts and to check that components connect
electrically as intended. By not employing this practice from the beginning of the project, the
project lost at least five weeks of time by troubleshooting to find the inductor problem. The
biggest mistake made during the project stems from assembling the entire board and then
checking for problems after the fact instead of taking small, iterative steps.
While the project failed to produce the desired results, the project’s overall conclusion
results in many small successes and learning opportunities. For instance, this project’s
components enhanced my soldering abilities and confidence for soldering small components
with close together pins or pads underneath the package. Additionally, the importance of
carefully verifying iteratively as opposed to all at the end to ultimately save time. Also, learning
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new software such as KiCad in my case aids in maturing into a better engineer. This project also
presents itself as one of the only multi-quarter projects in the Cal Poly curriculum, showcasing
the importance of time management and preparation on a project. EE 460 helps in preparing for
the project, but a large amount of the details fall into the student’s lap to plan on their own.
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Appendix A. Senior Project Analysis
DC-DC Buck-Boost Converter for Energy Harvesting from Exercise Equipment
David Bolla
Dr. David Braun
DB
November 11, 2018
1. Summary of Functional Requirements
The DC-DC converter takes a variable input ranging between 5V to 60V DC and outputs 36V±1V DC for re-use in
the grid [3]. The input comes from an elliptical machine, and the output of the DC-DC converter goes into a microinverter where a 36V input maximizes efficiency [2].

2. Primary Constraints
For the constraints relating to the specifications, refer to Chapter 2. Some of the more challenging aspects with the
project include achieving a sufficient output current, the allowed dimensions of the design, and staying within 1V of
the desired 36V output. Acceptable output currents sit around 6A, ensuring the micro-inverter receives enough drive
current [3]. The design must fit inside the elliptical machine chassis, both keeping the machine user safe and keeping
the equipment aesthetically pleasing [9]. Finally, achieving a 36±1V output voltage across the specified range of
input voltages ensures the micro-inverter operates at maximized efficiency.

3. Economic
This design helps create jobs, affecting human capital. Manufacturing jobs mass produce the DC-DC converter, and
technician jobs install the converter into existing elliptical machines. However, this yields minor negative effects on
non-renewable energy generation jobs by proving them obsolete, potentially putting those working in non-renewable
energy out of a job. This device also affects financial capital. Those installing the device pay a lump sum of money
for slow return on energy savings. This potentially steers buyers away from the device, if their elliptical machine
rarely sees usage. On the other hand, establishments such as gyms see faster returns on their investment,
incentivizing the installation of this DC-DC converter. The manufactured capital consists of manufacturing plants
and the converters themselves. The manufacturing plants potentially pollute the areas around them with their
exhaust, but manufacturing regulations help mitigate the pollution. The device itself also negatively impacts the
environment after it stops working, as electronic waste goes to landfills due to non-renewability. However, the
renewable energy created during its lifetime outweighs its negative impacts.
Costs accrue through its manufacturing, installation, potential repairs, and eventual disposal. The benefits build
through its operation by creating green energy through exercise and returned investments over its lifetime through
energy savings.
The project requires resistors, capacitors, a buck-boost converter, and a PCB to contain all the components. The
project costs $300 for installation. This includes component cost, technician labor, and the remaining for a profit.
Taking only the component and fabrication costs of one converter into account, the cost of one converter sits at $50.
Initially the project come out of pocket, but eventually customers of the DC-DC converter fund the product.
Initial component cost estimates run to $170.83 for the project.
Additional equipment costs for the project come from elliptical machines and electrical connections for the DC-DC
converter to receive input from the elliptical machine and deliver its output power. However, these costs are
negligible for the project due to Cal Poly’s available equipment.
The project earns the provider $100 per installation. This profits the provider, but the DC-DC converter also benefits
the customer and the environment. The customer receives savings on energy over time, eventually providing a return
on their investment. Then the environment benefits by experiencing a green method of energy generation, taking
emphasis off non-renewable energy generation.
The product emerges over a timespan of approximately 3 weeks after a placed order. This allows for the
manufacturing plant to create the converter, provides time for shipment, and finally allows for the technician’s travel
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and installation time. Maintenance costs consist of a technician fixing potentially faulty connections. Other than
possible maintenance costs, no operating costs exist.
The initial design and development time of this project extends 31 weeks. This time includes the duration of EE460,
EE461, and EE462 as seen in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4 above.
After the end of this senior project, the product is considered for market. This consideration includes the cost
evaluation of manufacturing, the potential market, and what profit margins would look like.

4. If manufactured on a commercial basis:
An estimated number of 10k units sold per year.
Once a manufacturing plant exists, the cost of one device does not exceed $50.
The estimated price for installation and purchase of a unit rests at $300.
The conservative profit per year sits at $1 Million per year, with each unit providing a profit margin of $100 for 10k
units.
Aside from the initial cost of purchasing the device and its installation, operating costs should not exist.

5. Environmental
The environmental impacts include the pollution from the manufacturing plant’s exhaust, and the renewable energy
generated through using the DC-DC converter.
This project directly uses silicon, copper, other natural metals, and plastic for the physical product. The project
indirectly uses fossil fuels, the primary source of energy generation, for its manufacturing process. It also indirectly
costs the lives and habitats of wildlife displaced from the manufacturing plant and exhaust required for the product.
This project harms the environment by pulling from its finite resources, creating mostly non-reusable waste after its
lifespan expires, and displaces wildlife. However, this project helps take emphasis off fossil fuels and put emphasis
on green energy. Strengthening dependence on green energy helps minimize humans’ ecological footprint.
Assuming new manufacturing plants develop, other species experience displacement and potentially have their lives
endangered. However, by reinforcing green energy, non-renewable energy plants close and potentially reintroduce
other species to their surrounding areas. There will also be less pollution from the energy generation’s renewability,
causing positive impacts on nature.

6. Manufacturability
Issues with manufacturing include assembly issues, finding efficient methods for automating the units’ massproduction, price, limiting the ecological footprint, and finding a location for manufacturing. First, assuming the
plant perfectly manufactures each unit leads to inevitable disappointment. Equipment malfunctions and human error
in the plant would prevent a 100% product yield. Next, efficiency presents important aspects of cutting costs in
production, making it a crucial aspect in manufacturability. Making sure production fails to exceed its budget
prevents manufacturing from eating into profit margins, the aspect that keeps a business financially successful.
Limiting manufacturing’s ecological footprint often works against efficiency and profits, but remains equally or
more important than profits. This makes a balance between profit and limiting manufacturing’s negative
environmental impact crucial in becoming a responsible inhabitant of the earth. Finally, the location for
manufacturing proves important for both ethical responsibility and maximizing profits. Choosing a third world
country would cut labor costs, but may result in more pollution due to relaxed manufacturing regulations and further
abuse of underpaid workers. On the other hand, manufacturing in a place like California would ensure more
responsible worker considerations and stricter manufacturing regulations, but would eat into profits as a result.

7. Sustainability
The issues associated with maintaining the device will come from making sure the DC-DC converter resists
corrosion from any humidity or moisture that leaks into the elliptical machine enclosure. The user will sweat onto
the machine, introducing moisture to the system that potentially damages the electrical connections from the
elliptical to the converter, or break the converter itself.
The project directly takes finite materials such as silicon, copper, and plastic for the physical build, and, indirectly,
takes fossil fuels and any other non-renewable energy sources that generate the energy going into manufacturing the
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DC-DC converter. However, this project emphasizes renewable energy as an alternative to less green methods of
energy generation. After enough given time, the green energy produced will outweigh its negative impact on
sustainability.
Implementing state of the art components and revisiting the DC-DC converter design with novel power electronics
design methods that increase the operating efficiency act as upgrades. Higher efficiency yields larger amounts of
reusable energy. Any humidity or moisture proofing to the design will also increase the lifespan of the product.
Cost presents itself as the main issue with upgrading the design. By implementing the above upgrades, more time
goes into the design process and more money goes into purchasing components.

8. Ethical
This DC-DC converter follows the IEEE code of ethics in every way. Going down the list, starting with the first
code: this project takes safety, health and welfare of the public into account while disclosing any of its potentially
dangerous factors. It has no conflicts of interest. All claims made regarding the project remain consistent with how it
actually performs. Bribery had no part in this project. This project furthered my understanding of power electronics
technology and the role it plays in renewable energy, while making me consider its negative impacts. I researched
power electronics material to a level of competence necessary for completing this project. I received constructive
criticism on the project, had an academic advisor for advice and guidance, and disclosed any borrowed knowledge
that I used while completing this project. This project discriminates no one on any terms, and holds no malicious
intent toward anyone. Finally, this project and report will stay available to fellow students and colleagues to aid in
their professional development on Cal Poly’s digital commons. The alternatives to generating green energy from
exercise equipment consist of continuing to generate non-renewable energy, and generating renewable energy
through different avenues. Continuing with non-renewable energy generation violates the IEEE code of ethics in a
few ways. First, I do not want to take responsibility for the endangering factors of extracting fossil fuels or utilizing
nuclear energy. Next, I would not improve the understanding or technology of responsible energy generation. Lastly,
I would fall short in leading colleagues in a responsible direction by failing the previously stated codes of ethics.
This makes non-renewable energy generation the least desirable option. The next option consists of alternate
methods for green energy generation. This presents another ethically sound option. However, lack of experience and
knowledge in other green energy generation methods, making power electronics interfaced for energy harvesting
from exercise equipment my most ethical choice.
This project also follows the psychological egoism ethical framework. People will have several incentives to use the
project for themselves, while there exist nearly no ethical reasons for them to avoid using it. By participating in
energy conversion from elliptical machines, users both receive exercise and gain personal satisfaction. The exercise
benefits them by making them feel physically better through weight loss, relieving stress, and improving their
cardiovascular health. Then they gain personal satisfaction in knowing that while improving themselves, they also
create clean energy that helps positively impact the environment. The only drawbacks to using the modified
elliptical machines come from places of ignorance. There may exist a fear that the energy conversion will interrupt
exercise or pose a danger to the machine user. However, safety and non-intrusion remain the two highest design
constraints of the project. Not only does this project provide an avenue for anyone to contribute to creating a smaller
ecological footprint, but also promotes healthier living. In addition, the customer purchasing the device eventually
experiences a return on their investment monetarily through energy savings. The alternatives, as listed above,
include continuing with non-renewable energy generation, and using alternative green energy generation.
Continuing with non-renewable energy generation violates several aspects of psychological egoism. First, they harm
the environment they live in by continuing with fossil fuels and nuclear energy. Second, due to the finite nature of
non-renewable energy, the more usage non-renewable energy sees, the rarer it becomes. After long enough, nonrenewable energy will cost far more than renewable energy. Because of these reasons alone, non-renewable energy
comprises the least appealing option for the psychological egoist argument. The other alternative of pursuing other
options for green energy violates psychological egoism in the same ways harvesting from exercise equipment does.
While they rank similarly, harvesting from elliptical machines makes a stronger psychological egoist argument by
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incentivizing healthier living and ownership of responsible energy generation where other options lack these
incentives.

9. Health and Safety
The main safety concern regarding use of the project pertains to anyone exercising with a harvesting elliptical
machine. The project must prove inaccessible to anyone exercising on the elliptical machine, meaning it goes into
the chassis of the exercise equipment. This avoids any potential shocks to the user and prevents the user from
tangling themselves in any wires running from the DC-DC converter. However, this project provides exercise as the
health benefit. The mandatory exercise required for energy generation promotes active living. The safety concerns in
manufacturing the project pertain to testing. Following proper safety precautions when making measurements
prevents potentially fatal accidents, since several Amps run through the circuit. The safety benefits reaped from this
project involve: less pollution and fewer accidents stemming from fossil fuel extraction, once dependence on fossil
fuels lessens.

10. Social and Political
The relaxed and, at times, ignorant attitude toward renewable energy serves as the main social issue associated with
this project. Many people fail to recognize, or flat out deny the negative impact of extracting energy through fossil
fuels and other non-renewable sources. Without a change in society’s attitude toward renewable energy, society
faces potentially irreparable consequences. Political issues stem from non-renewable energy generating massive
amounts of money. Disrupting the status-quo of energy generation would change the flow of money, causing
resistance against renewable energy from powerful individuals benefiting monetarily from non-renewable energy.
People using the elliptical machines, those purchasing the DC-DC converters for the elliptical machines, and gyms
incorporating the converters comprise the direct stakeholders. Different indirect stakeholders include: those working
in non-renewable energy industries, people using the grid, and those working in renewable energy industries.
The project benefits those purchasing the converters, gyms incorporating the project, people using the grid, and
those working in renewable energy industries. The project benefits those purchasing and incorporating the project by
providing savings on energy, eventually yielding returns on the initial purchase. It benefits people using the grid by
providing clean energy as an alternative to non-renewable energy. Finally, the project benefits those in the
renewable energy industry by providing manufacturing jobs, design jobs, and technician jobs. The workers in nonrenewable energy stand as one of the only stakeholders experiencing negative impacts from this project.
All stakeholders equally experience the green energy generated from this project. The ones that have it installed pay
an initial monetary lump sum eventually make back their money, given enough time. Those using the elliptical
machines pay with physical effort and time that they would already spend on exercise. Then those just using the
energy from the grid benefit from the project relatively free from cost. Due to these staggering prices, the project
does create minor inequities.
Those geographically closer to where the project generates energy benefit the most from this project, regardless of
economic power or social status. Anyone using the green energy experiences its benefit, and the reduced ecological
footprint positively affects any residents, regardless of species, near the project.

11. Development
I learned fundamental design approaches for power electronics, such as sizing components to yield specific currents
and voltages. Equally important, my proficiency for working with others’ work increased dramatically. In addition, I
further familiarized myself with LTSpice for simulation, and learned KiCad for schematics, PCB layout, and PCB
footprint editor. Also, conducting a literature search proved essential. By reading what worked or failed for others,
one saves time by avoiding old mistakes and not reinventing the wheel. Finally, this project forced me to approach
problems from several angles to ensure the best final design choice.
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Appendix B. LTSpice Net List
Below rests the netlist from the LTSpice simulation file provided by Guzman and Samietz [6].
*
C1 N011 0 47nF
C2 N012 0 4.7n Rser=27K Cpar=100p
V1 IN 0 60
R1 SW1 N001 2m
C3 N002 SW1 0.1μ V=100 Irms=2.1 Rser=0.0606238 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1210C104K1RAC"
type="X7R"
M§Q1 IN TG1 SW1 SW1 BSZ100N06LS3
M§Q2 SW1 N004 0 0 BSZ100N06LS3
R2 Vdq3 OUT 15m
C4 Vdq3 0 4.7μ V=50 Irms=15 Rser=0.00481132 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1210C475K5RAC" type="X7R"
C5 SW2 N003 0.1μ V=100 Irms=2.1 Rser=0.0606238 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1210C104K1RAC"
type="X7R"
R3 N013 0 309k
C6 N007 0 4.7μ V=6.3 Irms=0 Rser=0.003 Lser=0 mfg="TDK" pn="C2012X5ROJ475M" type="X5R"
C7 N010 0 0.47μ V=10 Irms=1.32 Rser=0.0460968 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1206C474K8RAC" type="X7R"
XU1 N004 N002 SW1 TG1 SW1 N001 IN N007 N006 MP_01 N010 N010 N010 Vdq3 OUT 0 N008 N011 N009
N012 N013 0 0 Vdq3 TG2 SW2 N003 N005 0 LT8390
R7 N009 0 3.24k tol=1 pwr=0.1
R8 N008 N007 100K
R9 N006 0 165K
R10 IN N006 383K
C9 Vdq3 0 1μ V=50 Irms=0 Rser=0.008 Lser=0 mfg="TDK" pn="C3225X7RlHlO5M" type="X7R"
C10 IN 0 15μ V=63 Irms=2.65653 Rser=22.1 Lser=0
C11 IN 0 4.7μ V=50 Irms=15 Rser=0.00481132 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1210C475K5RAC" type="X7R"
C12 Vdq3 0 4.7μ V=50 Irms=15 Rser=0.00481132 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1210C475K5RAC" type="X7R"
C13 IN 0 1μ V=50 Irms=0 Rser=0.008 Lser=0 mfg="TDK" pn="C3225X7RlHlO5M" type="X7R"
M§Q4 SW2 N005 0 0 BSZ100N06LS3
M§Q3 Vdq3 TG2 SW2 SW2 BSZ100N06LS3
R4 OUT N009 113k tol=1 pwr=0.1
I1 OUT 0 5.4
C14 OUT 0 4.7μ V=50 Irms=4.89 Rser=0.0139203 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1206C475K5PAC" type="X5R"
C15 OUT 0 4.7μ V=50 Irms=4.89 Rser=0.0139203 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1206C475K5PAC" type="X5R"
C16 OUT 0 4.7μ V=50 Irms=4.89 Rser=0.0139203 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1206C475K5PAC" type="X5R"
C17 OUT 0 4.7μ V=50 Irms=4.89 Rser=0.0139203 Lser=0 mfg="KEMET" pn="C1206C475K5PAC" type="X5R"
L1 N001 SW2 47μ Ipk=18.6 Rser=0.0028 Rpar=4427.4 Cpar=0 mfg="Coilcraft" pn="AGP4233-473"
C8 OUT 0 330μ V=63 Irms=1.42 Rser=0.049 Lser=0 mfg="Nichicon" pn="UPL1J331MRH" type="Al electrolytic"
.model NMOS NMOS
.model PMOS PMOS
.lib C:\Users\gusgu\Documents\LTspiceXVII\lib\cmp\standard.mos
.tran 30m startup
.meas Pin AVG -V(IN)*I(V1)
.meas Pout AVG V(OUT)*I(I1)
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.meas Eff param Pout/Pin
;step param Iload 1 6 1
* suppress high freq \nswitching spikes
* suppress high freq \nswitching spikes
* X5R dielectrics
* X5R dielectrics
* BSC034N03lS can't handle \n36 V, look into other mosfets with low Rdson
* For resistive load, BS100N06LS3\npass 80 A current pulse, surpassing \nmosfets drain pulse current max of 80A.
* Ceramic caps should be placed\nnear regulator input & output to suppress\nhigh freq, switching spikes.
51
* Cin network should have low \nenough ESR and is sized to handle\nmax rms current.
* Cin has I rms max of 3.5 A.
* Cout network should \nreduce output voltage ripple.
* Cout = 620u
* C = 120u
* C1=50n
* The input and output should have a combination of electrolytic\n and ceramic capacitors for effective noise
filtering and to \nreduce ESR for minimum power loss.
* RT, the frequency setting resistor, should \nbe placed close to the chip.
* To prevent ringing, add a small gate resistance to each MOSFET.
* Always choose a low ESL current sense resistor
* R4 = 84.5k
* R7 = 2.37k
* Changes made for update revisions:\n- changed the feedback resistor divider network\n- included actual
component parameters for output and input capacitors, inductors\n \nstill need to include actual component
parameters for the noise filtering ceramic caps, so verify all caps
* output current limit or inductor current limit might be \nthe reason why loads above 5.4 A don't work.
.lib LT8390.sub
.backanno
.end
*
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